ADDENDUM NUMBER TWO

April 24, 2019

To all contract bidders of record for the work titled:

Idaho Transportation Department
District #2

ITD D182490
Powell Salt Storage Building (Restoration)

ITD Powell Site
US-12, MP 162.81
Idaho County

Architect's Project Number: 18047
ITD Project Number: D182490

Please notify everyone concerned (subcontractors and suppliers) as to the issuance and contents of this Addendum prior to the date of bid opening. This Addendum is a part of the contract documents and modifies them as follows:

GENERAL

I. REMINDER: please see previously issued Addendum #1 for REVISED BID PROPOSAL (all pages, BP-1 through BP-6).

II. BID DATE: May 2, 2019 @ 1:59:59 PM (PST local).

STRUCTURAL

I. GENERAL

A. REVISION: the new concrete walls will be extended to elevation 106'-0" (approximately 12' overall height) around the perimeter of the entire building (exception: the overhead door opening on the south end of the building will remain open and will be the only point of access for the equipment). The architectural drawings, Sheets A1.0 and A2.0 were previously issued in Addendum #1. The updated structural drawings, S1.0, S2.0, S2.1, and S3.0 are attached to this Addendum #2.

II. DRAWINGS

A. SHEET S1.0 S2.0, S2.1, AND S3.0 - REVISED:
   1. See attached Sheets S1.0, S2.0, S2.1, and S3.0 and revclouds identifying revisions to the drawings. Replace the original drawing with these drawings in their entirety.

End of Addendum Two